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Resource Information

URL: http://library.med.utah.edu/kw/hyperbrain/

Description: An online tutorial for human neuroanatomy designed as a supplement to textbook and class learning or as a lab substitute when human specimens, slides and models are not available. HyperBrain includes thousand of images and hundreds of linked illustrated glossary terms, as well as movies, quizzes and interactive animations. Last updated 2012.

Resource Name: HyperBrain

Proper Citation: HyperBrain (RRID:SCR_001595)

Resource Type: Resource, narrative resource, video resource, training material, image collection, data or information resource
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Resource ID: SCR_001595

Parent Organization: University of Utah School of Medicine; Utah; USA

Funding Agency: Slice of Life Development Fund, University of Utah; Utah; USA

Availability: Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial License, 2.5

Website Status: Last checked up

Alternate IDs: nlx_153852

Abbreviations: HyperBrain
Ratings and Alerts

No rating or validation information has been found for HyperBrain.

No alerts have been found for HyperBrain.

Data and Source Information

Source: SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.